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Introduction
Support your local Cinema (SylC) is funded by MEDIA, and coordinated by moviepilot 
(http://www.moviepilot.com) - Germany’s largest movie community with 2 million unique 
users per month.  Over the past few months we have been spending some time with a 
selection of cinemas across Europe to find out how they are using social media and why. 

The project is being conducted in two phases.

Phase I

Our mission in Phase I was to really get to grips with how the relationship between arthouse 
cinema and social media in Europe looks now, working with our cinemas to uncover trends, 
success stories, frustrations, wants and needs using a variety of means including:  

1. face to face interviews with a core group of 15 best practice cinemas in 6 
countries across Europe

2. telephone / email interviews with a wider list of 25 cinemas using online 
communications across Europe

3. an audience survey of over 17000 audience members distributed on behalf of 
moviepilot through cinema newsletters and social media sites

Phase I was completed in May 2010.

Phase II

Phase II will see us re-examining our initial findings and setting out to search for the 
missing links in social media communications for arthouse cinemas.  Combining this with 
the experience we have gained developing social media tools and platforms at moviepilot, 
we plan to design innovative solutions for products and services to fill those gaps for 
audiences and exhibitors alike. 

Sound interesting?  More on this later...
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If I build it, will they come?
Let´s face it. Social media is still a young phenomenon. Both Facebook and Twitter were 
only born in 2006. Sites like Bebo reach critical mass and then fade away. Others migrate 
towards a niche like MySpace with music. Noone yet knows how these sites will develop, 
or what is around the next corner. 

So, we understand a certain amount of uncertainty towards the technology...  But let´s 
look at a few of the statistics:

• 2/3 of the global internet population use social networks and visiting social 
sites is now the 4th most popular online activity – ahead of personal email 

• time spent on social networks is growing at 3x the overall internet rate1

Around the world, individuals and organisations alike have embraced this new means of 
communication. The way that we communicate with each other, how we arrange our social 
lives, even our politics has changed for good. And in our experience, this change is good. 

We believe that social media is a blessing for us all... and that it can help both cinemas 
and exhibitors with six things:

1. public relations

2. customer service

3. loyalty building

4. last minute sales & promotions

5. market research

6. and yes… customer acquisition

SylC aims to demonstrate that the better we communicate with, reward, listen to, develop 
and embrace our customers, the happier, more loyal and more active they will be. 

Our initial findings certainly indicate that there is a real potential for cinemas to benefit from 
the social media model.  This handout aims to show you how...

1 Nielsen Global Faces & Networked places, 2009
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OK then, show me the money! 
Well, we can´t show you the money just yet. What we can show you are some key indicators 
that investing just a small amount of effort in social media can be very rewarding...

We thought that you might be interested to know that even amongst the most active 
cinemas in our interviews, the average time spent on Social Media is just 2-3 hours per 
week. That´s just half an hour per day!

It´s all about how you use that time. According to the interviews we conducted with our 
15 best practice cinemas:

For a last minute sales push, Facebook was considered effective in 80% of cases, Twitter 
75% effective,2 e-newsletters 70%, and select promotions to members 60%. 
 
Facebook was valued as the most effective means of getting customer feedback with a 
70% rating from our cinemas.  Other successful methods include face to face meetings at 
screenings, special events and festivals at 60%, and Twitter and membership both at 55%.  

70% of cinemas see social media as having a positive affect on the loyalty of their 
audience.

100% of cinemas agree that promotions, rewards and challenges advertised online get 
the best results in terms of activity, profile and sales.

So what does this mean?

As the results above demonstrate, our interviews suggest that those cinemas who have 
embraced social media are really reaping the rewards.  

Looking forward, the general consensus amongst our best practice cinemas is that social 
media will have a positive effect on box office, customer loyalty, customer feedback and 
last minute sales over the next five years. These guys believe that social media is here 
to stay.

So do we.

2Twitter is rated only by those organisaitons who use it regularly.
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Fb + Tw + X + Y = AUDIENCE
Of course, the audience are the most important element in the equation. Without them, we 
are nothing! So with the help of our partner cinemas we did an online survey asking over 
1700 audience members across Europe to give us their feedback.

About the audience (just a few figures)
• We reached a very loyal part of the cinema’s audience with this survey (69% went 

to their local cinema at least once per month, 29% even once per week or more)

• A large percentage of this audience finds their cinema’s online tools useful when 
deciding to go to the cinema (cinema’s website: 72%, cinema’s newsletter: 79%) 
compared to offline information sources like newspapers (63%) or film magazines 
(49%)

• Besides great programming (97%) and a good restaurant and bar (82%) online 
buzz was seen by 29% as an influence to trigger a decision to visit their local 
cinema

• Of this audience 17% recommend a movie by forwarding a cinema’s 
newsletter to their friends, 33% by sending emails to friends, 31% by posting a 
recommendation on facebook and 93% by regularly telling their friends in person.

• 64% of this audience is using Facebook with an average of 127 friends, [in UK 
31% were using Twitter with an average of 126 friends] 

Our findings indicate that an interesting part of our best practice cinemas’ audience is 
already using online offerings to inform their decision making and moreover to recommend 
films to their friends online. For every customer active on facebook you might indirectly 
reach 127 of his friends.

That’s why we say that social media is like word of mouth on steroids!
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Case Study #1

How a comprehensive social media strategy helped GFT to 
increase their box office by 28% and boost PR.

“Social media is definitely working - more 
people are coming.”

Jen Davies: Head of Marketing

At a glance stats:
• Admissions: 170,000 / year

• Brochure: 25,000 / run

• Website hits: 30,000 / month

• e-newsletter: 4,700 subscribers

• Facebook: 2505 likes

• Twitter: 3546 followers

GFT 2.0:
GFT’s intrepid approach to online communications covers 
a comprehensive range of social media options. These 
include a festival blog, the ubiquitous Facebook, Twitter, and 
even Skype for a live video interview with Helen Baxendale. 
GFT recently started to use their foyer as an installation 
space for innovative artworks, like Ellie Harrison’s ‘Vending 
Machine’ which dispenses free packets of crisps whenever 
the BBC´s RSS feed mentions the word ‘recession’. 

Such fervent activity has seen GFT celebrated as social 
media pioneers, winning awards such as the Glasgow 
Grows Audiences (GaGA) Audience Development Pioneer 
Award 2009, the Herald Digital Business Award 2009, 
and the Business to Consumer use of Twitter Award 
(for @glasgowfilm) at the Golden Twits 2009.    

The positive PR generated by winning these awards, 
automatically results in a raised profile for GFT, which we 
can assume generates traffic to their website and interest 
in their social media pages.

Our conclusion
As GFT have seen a rise in Box Office of 28% since 
instigating their social media strategy three years ago, 
we can only assume that it’s working! 

Find GFT online:
Website: http://www.gft.org.uk
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/gft
Twitter: @glasgowfilm / @glasgowfilmfestival

Glasgow Film Theatre
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Case Study #2

How Broadway are using Facebook to engage in a real-
time dailogue with audiences, driving customer loyalty to 
Clooney-esque proportions! 

“We think George Clooney is sexy but 
Broadway Cinema is sexier”

Broadway Cinema Facebook fan

At a glance stats: 
• Admissions: 150,000 / year

• Brochure: 24,500 / run

• Website hits: 20,000 / month

• e-newsletter: 4,500 subscribers

• Facebook: 2632 likes

• Twitter: 1420 followers

Broadway 2.0:
A glance at the Broadway Facebook page makes one 
thing clear: their audiences love them and want to tell them 
so.  And why are their audiences so loyal? The Broadway 
are careful to respond quickly to any and all queries or 
programming requests on their Facebook page, making 
their online communication into an almost real-time dialogue 
with fans which results in a sense of trust between cinema 
and customer. 

Such conversations can also feed mutual benefits: by 
hearing directly from their audiences, Broadway can ensure 
that its programming is both meeting and fuelling consumer 
demand, for example, Chris Morris’ Four Lions - Broadway’s 
fastest ever sell-out screening. Was this purely due to 
Morris’ pulling power? A look at Broadway’s Facebook and 
Twitter sites reveals a careful strategy to build audience 
anticipation for the event, drip-feeding news about special 
guests to eager fans who were ready to book as soon as 
tickets went on sale!  

Our conclusion:
By listening and responding to feedback, Broadway is 
able to consistantly refine their programme, keeping 
their audiences very happy. 

Find Broadway online:
Website: http://www.broadway.org.uk
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/broadwaycinema
Twitter: @broadwaycinema

Broadway Media Centre
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Case Study #3

How Cinéma Arenberg is making social media its own, 
increasing reach to younger audiences and diversifying an 
already strong brand.

“We see our online spaces as our third 
screen”

Axel Comeliau, Communications

At a glance stats:
• Website hits: 9,000 / month  

• e-newsletter: 15,000 subscribers

• Facebook: 720 likes

• Brochure: 25,000 / run 

Arenberg 2.0:
Perhaps due to an initial certain skepticism towards social 
media, Cinéma Arenberg is carving a rather unique path with 
its use of digital technologies. To overcome the dilemma of 
keeping a less Facebook-familiar, older demographic happy 
whilst enticing new audiences, Cinéma Arenberg launched 
the niche blog site ‘BAM!’ Designed to cater to a more 
ciné-serious crowd than Facebook, BAM! takes the social 
media model and integrates it into the Arenberg aesthetic 
to great affect, giving users a sense of belonging to a select 
community. 

Bearing in the mind that the local demographic tends 
towards an older age-bracket, Cinéma Arenberg has turned 
to social media to extend its appeal to younger audiences 
advertising their new Zinéglüb venture on Facebook and 
YouTube. Supported by a quirky engaging trailer made in-
house and seeded out online, Zinéglüb promises to bring 
in new audiences to Cinéma Arenberg.

Our conclusion:
By make digital media their own and bringing it in-
house, Cinéma Arenberg are demonstrating that you 
don’t have to tow the line to have an impact.

Find Cinema Arenberg online:
Website: http://www.arenberg.be/fr/5/BAM!
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Brussels-
Belgium/CINEMA-ARENBERG/147415984540

Cinéma Arenberg
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Case Study #4

How using social media to break down boundaries between 
organisation and audience reveals some interesting stories.

“So this guy posted on Twitter that he’d just 
watched 6 films at Watershed. He’d basically 
created his own one-man film festival. We would 
never have known that if it wasn’t for social media”

Louise Gardner, Watershed 

At a glance stats:
• Admissions: 127,719 / year

• Brochure: 14,000 / run 

• Website hits: 250,000 / month

• e-newsletter: 7,500 subscribers

• Facebook: 741 likes

• Twitter: 1786 followers

Watershed 2.0:
The success of Watershed owes much to the way that 
social media allows the people behind the organisation to 
become the organisation.  Staff express themselves openly 
and honestly online, making the organisation accessible, 
human and passionate whilst creating a sense of trust.  
Audiences see Watershed as a friend, requiring loyalty and 
support, and with whom they want to share their stories. 
 
This kind of conversation is made possible through social 
media as it can still offer a rewarding sense of dialogue 
without having to happen in real time, needs no direct 
contact, and minimal effort.  Without this new kind of 
communication, Watershed would never have known about 
the one-man festival which came to light as a casual post 
on Twitter, or multiple similar stories.  By embracing the 
individual behind the technology - screen, phone or laptop 
- Watershed secure the loyal friendship of their audiences.

Our conclusion:
By opening up to their audiences Watershed have 
developed a meaningful, priviledged relationship with 
their customers, who come back again and again.

Find Watershed online:
Website: http://www.watershed.co.uk
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/
Bristol-United-Kingdom/Watershed-Media-
Centre/115688245276
Twitter: @wshed

Watershed Media Centre
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Case Study #5

How social media and online communications came to the 
rescue when a screening had to be postponed at the last 
minute

“Our audiences definitely go online to get 
information about the cinema”

Jan-Oliver Lange, PR and special events organisator

At a glance stats:
• Brochure: 15,000 / run

• Website hits: 30,000 / month

• e-newsletter: 3,800 subscribers

• Facebook: 1066 likes

• Twitter: 24 followers

Zeise 2.0:
Although Zeise’s social media strategy developed 
organically, it has maintained an intelligent approach to 
online marketing. Focusing on Facebook, the cinema 
regularly feeds its fans with trailers, information about 
listings and special events, and pictures of premieres 
hosted by the cinema. Jan-Oliver believes that the beauty 
of Facebook is how it encourages audiences to express 
themselves in a very simple way, whilst at the same time 
allowing the cinema to get direct feedback. It also works 
on the basis that audiences are already using the site, so 
when news needs to be published fast, it’s an excellent 
broadcast machine.

When Zeise Kinos was unfortunately forced to postpone 
a screening with only two days’ notice there was only 
one possible avenue to announce the change - online. 
Rewardingly, the theatre was only ¼ less full than usual - 
proof to Zeise that online communications can have a direct 
effect. Most audience members had evidently referred to 
Zeise’s online profiles unprompted and thereby found the 
news.

Our conclusion
Zeise trusted in social media and their website to relay 
important information to their audience and it worked 
- proof of the impact of online communications!

Find Zeise online:
Website: http://www.zeise.de
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/zeisekinos
Twitter: http://twitter.com/zeisekinos

ZEISE Kinos
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Case Study #6

How a last minute e-newsletter can regularly enhance 
audience figures and serve as a subtle reminder to readers

“For us, a last minute e-newsletter has 
two meanings: first we get more people in.  
Second it acts as a reminder.”

Matthias Elwardt, Managing Director

At a glance stats:
• Admissions: 250,000 / year

• e-newsletter: 10,000 subscribers

• Facebook: 1485 likes

Abaton 2.0:
Despite being relative newcomers to social media, Abaton 
are experts at maintaining a positive relationship with their 
audiences.  And although their screenings and special 
events are regularly buzzing with satisfied customers, there 
are always opportunities to push sales to the next level.

For this, Abaton rely on a tried and tested last minute 
e-newsletter to inspire audiences to book those tickets.  
By enticing readers with 2-4-1 ticket offers for the final 
few seats, an e-newsletter ticks many boxes.  It acts as a 
reward to customers for subscribing, as well as being a final 
reminder, and a prompt to book.  Having seen admissions 
increase by up to 60 tickets per screening as a result, 
Abaton has proved that traditional online communications 
can be effective.

Our conclusion
By sticking to a tried and tested method that is familiar 
to both cinema and audience, Abaton can regularly 
increase sales at the last minute.

Find Abaton online:
Website: http://www.abaton.de/
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/#!/abatonkino?ref=ts

Abaton Kino
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Social Media - where do I start?
According to our best practise cinemas, social media works.  So... are you tempted?  Yes?  
Well then we have some good news for you: for minimal time and effort the following social 
media solutions could be just the place to start.

1. Facebook
Facebook is a definite favourite for the small arts organisation.  Easy to use, embracing 
photo and video sharing, publicity, discussion, and ‘fan-ing’, Facebook won’t take up much 
time and has the greatest reach of all current social networks with 400 million active users 
worldwide and increasing across Europe at a phenomenal rate.

Use it for:  short updates  /  last minute ticket sales  /  instant feedback  /  easy photo and 
video sharing  /  networks  /  campaigns  /  profiling fans

Don’t bother with: Asking for reviews  /  posting ‘discussion topics’ (these will happen in 
response to particular comments)

Maximise by: Steady output – don’t flood or starve audiences  /  linking back to your 
website  /  motivators (‘what did you think?’ OR ‘Do you agree?’ etc.)  /  promotions and 
rewards, challenges and games 

2. Twitter
Despite rocketing user numbers and PR buzz, Twitter remains a certain enigma for the 
uninitiated.  Once understood as a micro-blogging tool, offering immediate contact with 
a familiar audience, Twitter can offer an efficient way to spread news, such as last minute 
deals or competitions.

Use it for: Short updates  /  last minute ticket sales  /  instant feedback  /  banter  /  
signposting your interests  /  competitions  /  tracking conversation about you

Don’t bother with: any updates that wouldn’t interest you!

Maximise by: Making lists / using unique #tags / keeping track of RTs and @s / keep an 
eye on favourite’s ‘Follow Friday’ / streamline ‘following’ / use bit.ly to reduce long links 
and track click-through stats / bringing your stream into your site for quick, easy updates
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3. Flickr
Using Flickr is an excellent way to publish and pool relevant photos and share them on 
your other social networks or your website.

Use it for: Creating photo galleries for easy sharing

Don’t bother with: Spending too much time captioning and branding photos with your 
url – click through rates are low

Maximise by: tagging well  /  featuring a Flickr widget on your website  /  showcasing 
photos tagged with your name or added to your pool by users

4.  YouTube
The familiar online video phenomenon that has millions of us ‘tuning in’ every day.

Use it for: uploading, sharing and broadcasting videos from a central ‘channel’ /  finding 
trailers for your films and linking to or embedding these in your website  

Maximise by:  Creating your own channel  /  sharing videos through Facebook, your 
website and so on  /  encouraging users to embed your videos in their social media pages  
/  encouraging useful comments  /  view rates

5. moviepilot
moviepilot, our movie recommendation service and the largest online community for 
movies in Germany, offers cinemas the opportunity to create their own profile and get in 
direct contact with their audience.  Every year moviepilot lets their audience of 2.0 million 
users rate the 200 most loved cinemas in Germany.

Use it for: learning about your audience, their taste, ratings and reviews  /  targeting 
promotions and previews according to the taste of your audience

Maximise by: encouraging your audiences to vote for you as a Mein Herz für Kino awardee

Unfortunatley, moviepilot is only available in Germany for now.  However... those of you in 
UK, Spain, France and Poland...watch this space.

6. Google Analytics
No other tool makes tracking data online such a breeze.  Offering comprehensive statistical 
data about website usage, Google analytics can provide answers to many questions - 
where are my audiences, how long do they spend online, which links do they click the 
most, how are they finding us... and so on.

Maximise by: checking statistics regularly  /  activating the overlay tool to show you where 
audiences are clicking

NB!

Of course!  These are just a selection of the tools available out there.  For news and 
updates on emerging platforms and websites keep an eye on our blog:

http://supportyourlocalcinema.wordpress.com
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If you are thinking about social media as a solution for you, here are a few things we 
suggest you keep in mind...

1. Don’t panic – strategise! Social media is new for everyone.
Don’t get carried away with concept over content: think long term and develop a 
strategy that suits you and your audience, rather than jumping in to everything. 
Chose one option (Facebook is a favourite) and start with that.

2. Trial and Error - Social Media offers instant feedback.
It’s quick and easy to try things out online and as social media is designed to keep 
track of user activity you can easily see what your audience responds to. Put a post 
on Twitter, ask your followers to RT, and check your stats in a couple of days. 

3. Collaborate You are surrounded by people who are already ready 
and willing to support your cinema. 
Why not invite your staff to social media brainstorms or create a youth board to input 
ideas? Some cinemas have even started to go directly to their audiences inviting the 
to participate in focus groups about the future of their work online.

4. Be human There is no more top-down, only peer to peer.
Don’t hide behind ‘official blurb’ – broadcast your own passion. Be human, diverse, 
and honest. Why not ask your CEO to write a blog? Or see if another staff member 
would be interested in giving audiences an insight to eg. life in the projection room...

5. Encourage, motivate and challenge Let audiences demonstrate 
loyalty to you whilst showing off their own cinematic ‘ability’. 
As a cinema you have to see that you share something with your audience - a 
passion for film.  Naturally, what motivates and inspires you will also inspire them.  
Engage your audiences by combining a challenge with a competition.  Or why not 
ask your audiences to assist with your programming!  Respect their film knowledge 
and flatter their expertise to gain fans for life.

6. Reward They will love you even more.
Once you’ve got your audience working for you online, reward them by offering them 
a discount from time to time. Why not use Facebook and Twitter to sell last minute 
tickets to under-sold performances? 

7. Measure Always refer to statistics.
You must analyse the effect of your projects online. Use Google analytics, check how 
many people are actually opening your newsletter, keep track of friends on Facebook 
and look for top referral sites to your pages.

8. Slow and steady wins the race Maintain a steady output.
Don’t get frustrated and quit if growth is slow. Social Media is often a ‘slow burn’. If 
you don’t keep up your output, audiences will stray away! Why not set aside a regular 
time slot during the week to update your facebook page?

9. Respond
There’s nothing worse than to be met with silence when trying to communicate. If 
people take time to give you feedback (bad or good) reward them with a response.

10. Have fun!
 If you’re enjoying yourself, so will others. Cater for yourself! 

SYLC’s Top 10 Tips
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In Phase I, we learned how cinemas across Europe are using social media and online 
communication successfully and what their problems, needs and shortfalls are. We learned 
that there is an attractive part of the audience that is active and willing to embrace online 
activity and amplify the audience effect by sharing and recommending.

NOW the real work of this project starts: based on your needs, our observations, your 
audience’s feedback and our experiences in growing a large movie community online, we 
will now develop online products and services, easy-to-integrate widgets and customized 
tools for you to fill any gaps, improve your work and optimize the effect on your customers’ 
loyalty and box office.

We have already started a concept phase looking at some of the missing links in the 
current landscape and at obstacles in your daily routines in order to identify areas where 
moviepilot might be able to help. These concepts will be workshopped with a core group of 
partner cinemas with whom we will test and streamline our ideas and product prototypes, 
leading to a product shortlist by the end of summer.  From this shortlist, we will then 
develop several products and launch them in a first beta-test together with selected partner 
cinemas in Germany and the UK.

Some of the areas we are brainstorming right now include:

• One-stop solutions to update different social media channels from a central point

• Content-widgets to enrich the quality and depth of content on your websites

• Recommendation tools to target your growing online audience more thoroughly

• Newsletter tools to enhance and track your cinema’s performance

• Community tools, easy-to-integrate on your website

• Facebook widgets, customized for cinemas to improve Facebook reach and 
activity

After a test and optimization phase we will then offer these products and tools to a wider 
group of partner cinemas.

If you are interested in coming on board as a SylC partner, please get in touch (our details 
overleaf).

For more information see:
http://supportyourlocalcinema.wordpress.com
http://www.moviepilot.com

Phase II
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Contact
For more information about Support your local Cinema please contact

Rachael Castell, Project Coordinator 
rachael@moviepilot.com

Tobias Bauckhage, CEO moviepilot
tobias@moviepilot.com

Léa Germain, Assistant Project Coordinator
lea@moviepilot.com

http://supportyourlocalcinema.wordpress.com
http://www.moviepilot.com

Participating cinemas
Yorck Kinogruppe
Abaton Kino
Zeise Kinos
Watershed Media Centre
Showroom Cinema
Broadway Cinema and Media Centre
Glasgow Film Theatre
Filmhouse
Cornerhouse
Cinéma Arenberg
Cines Verdi
Cines Renoir
Centre for Contemporary Art / Kino Lab
Kino Luna
Multiciné: Lincoln / Cinqcaumartin / 7 
Parnassiens
Cinéma Les Ambiances
Cinéma  Le France
Cinéma  Bio
Centre of Culture ABC

Cinéma Le Zola
Le Navire
Duke of York’s Picturehouse
Kino Weinfelden
Bali Kino
Passage Kinos
Kino Amok
Kino Scala
MJC Cannes-Ranguin
Programmkino Ost
Orfeos Erben
Lichtblick Filmtheatre
Butzbacher Filmtheatre
Kulturverein Cinématte
Filmcasino
Cinema Odyssee
Cines Broadway / Cinegar, S.L.
Societat Municipal de Comunicació de 
Terrassa

Partners
ICO
Filmin
Europa Cinemas
AG Kino
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung 
der angewandten Forschung e.V.
Onedata DMS, S.L.

coordinated by        funded by

We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to all our participating cinemas and partners 
for your continued support for SylC.  


